Let your
tenants
converse
with you
NOW
converseNow for Housing connects your
tenants with you and assists them, how and
when they need.
It is the foundation for all forms of bots to interoperate with your
existing business applications, to extend your reach into the social
apps that your tenants use and to give them greater accessibility
to you by digitally automating transactions.
Unlike most bot frameworks that operate in silos and limit you
to specific channels and tasks, it is a full conversational speech &
messaging platform with connectors to Housing Management, Asset
Management and repairs systems. It can run as a standalone platform
with an integral knowledgebase or it will integrate to your existing
systems and databases through pre-built connectors.
Connectors are also available to CRM systems, other business
applications, Contact Centres, UC/Telephony systems and IoT devices.
Joining up your systems and transforming tenant experience by
offering anytime conversations through their favourite channel.
converseNow for Housing is a cost-effective cloud-based platform
utilising our unique universal engine. It provides intelligent multichannel communications combined with Artificial Intelligence &
Machine Learning technologies that help the system develop and
learn as the transactions increase.

Serve your tenants at their
convenience with powerful
automation services
Extend your service hours &
give immediate responses to
common requests 24/7
Save your agents from dealing
with simple mundane tasks and
let them focus on the complex
or higher value transactions
Turn your website into a
dynamic conversational
platform
Enable your tenants to
communicate with you and
self-serve from the web, through
facebook messenger, WhatsApp,
SMS and through numerous
other channels
Supercharge your agents with
Virtual Assistants that empower
them in their role
Give your Customer Service
agents a unified desktop
that integrates conversation
windows within their existing
UC or Contact Centre systems

www.converse360.co.uk
0203 9005 360

converseNow Connectors
converseNow for
Housing platform
The converseNow platform provides the foundation for
integrating connectors between your existing systems
and new applications that you wish to introduce.
The service is delivered from a choice of Cloud providers including Amazon AWS,
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud or IBM Cloud maximising uptime. The intelligent engine

With the converseNow for Housing platform in place, simply add the connectors you need to
start Bot communications with your audience. The connector framework includes:

knowledgebase/FAQ

Transaction bot

Give your tenants a simple way to ask questions and receive instant

Enable your tenants to self-serve on transactions that don’t

accurate answers. Utilise existing data (wherever it is stored) or create

require a live assistant. Give tenants the freedom to make

new lists of frequently asked questions and let your tenants engage

payments, perform ID verification, book appointments,

with your website through a conversational messaging client. Tenants

receive quotations, give meter readings and use helpdesk

enquire in their own words and our intelligent engine tunes the system

services (ie password reset). Transactions can also involve

to understand the tenants intent and provide immediate responses.

decision making processes.

Conversational speech

Social Messaging Channels

utilises the most advanced Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and speech engines

Many tenants still want to converse by voice. The speech connector

Give tenants the choice to talk with you from their favourite

from a combination of vendors and our in-house AI adds advanced Natural Language

enables them to call you by phone, click the microphone button on

app. Let them start a conversation from Facebook Messenger,

Understanding technology to train the system on Housing sector specific complexities.

their PC or use a smart home device or app to speak in a natural way

WhatsApp, Alexa and other social channels. Business partners

to ask questions, perform transactions or fill forms in. Using the very

can collaborate with you from Skype, Teams, Webex, Jabber,

latest speech and Natural Language Understanding technologies, the

Slack and other communication platforms.

bot understands and responds with amazing results.

IoT & Smart home devices
Enable your tenants to contact you, book meetings, ask questions and

There will be times when bots are unable to complete

get automated responses from their favourite smart home device. They

their conversation with your tenants. Agent handoff gives

simply ask Alexa or Google Assistant to start a conversation with your

tenants the option to converse with a live agent with the full

business from their Amazon Echo, Dot, Google Home or from other

conversation history presented. This prevents the tenant from

devices that support conversations.

having to repeat earlier conversations.

Transcription and Form Entry
A secure portal gives access to the platform and connectors for agents and supervisors
to observe and hold conversations, manage interactions and view reports.

Live Agent Handoff

Call Steering Assistant

Whilst tenants are interacting with you from a chat window or speaking

Greet your callers with a natural sounding conversation bot

by phone, converseNow is transcribing the conversation ready to push

and let your tenants ask to speak to employees or departments.

into your CRM or database. Information captured can automatically

Where multiple options present themselves, the system will

be pushed into forms that are submitted as part of your process and

ask questions to determine where to route the call. It will also

workflow.

follow rules where appropriate before passing callers to the
final destination.

Gartner projects that 85% of all customer interactions will
be handled without a human agent by 2020
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Virtual Assistant

Sentiment Analysis

Bots also support the Customer Service Agent as well as being tenant

This connector monitors the bots while they are conversing with

facing. Our Assistant supports the agent by giving them a joined-

your tenants and displays real-time and historic views of the

up chat window where they can message internal databases to get

tenants sentiment. When the system detects callers are unhappy,

answers, ask for help, retrieve information and empower the agent to

frustrated, angry etc it can either offer the option to transfer to a

learn. The system can offer multiple suggested responses and allow

live agent, or flag to the Supervisor so that they can interrupt the

your agent to pick the most appropriate one before sharing in the

bot conversation and continue with live chat.

customer chat window.

Mobile and Apps

Proactive Outbound

There may be times when you wish to offer your tenants access to

Where your business wants to instigate the bot conversation we

live agents for specific requests whether for high priority services or

offer automated outbound communications. Let the system send

escalation (when the bots are unable to complete the transaction).

an SMS, email or Instant message to your tenant or service partner

Conversations through mobile devices may be more convenient for

to engage them and start conversations.

your agents, whether to extend your hours of coverage, speed up
the response time or to enable those outsides of your usual team, to
support your tenants.

Contact Centre & UC
Customer Service Agents and Supervisors can use the web interface
provided to converse, monitor and report. For those who use an existing
Contact Centre or UC client such as Cisco, Enghouse or Microsoft, we
can integrate the desktop clients.

For a demonstration & to see
these technologies come
alive please contact us
www.converse360.co.uk

Contact
Phone: 0203 9005 360
Email: info@converse360.co.uk

